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Abstract
Service-oriented architectures and web services have been widely
adopted by companies to pervade integration among software systems. As
reliable services are essential to assure that these systems work correctly,
formal and systematic testing should be performed. This document reports
the application of a model-based approach to test web services in the context of real-world applications of an IT company. The employed approach
is called ESG4WSC in which an event-driven model is provided to support
the test modeling and generation, as well as an environment to support the
test concretization and execution.
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Introduction

Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is an architectural style in which functionalities are decomposed into distinct units named services [11]. These services,
distributed over a global or internal network, can be reused and combined to create new and more complex enterprise applications. In this process, a composite
service is developed by integrating the functionalities of partner services. There
exist various languages and specifications that have been used to describe or execute service compositions, such as WS-CDL [10] and BPEL [4]. Service-oriented
applications have been mainly developed using a set of XML standards (WSDL,
SOAP, and UDDI), known as Web Services technology, that is implemented by
various programming languages.
Service testing has been investigated, since SOA was proposed as an architectural style and web services as its main implementation technology [3, 2]. There
is research effort on proposing formal testing approaches that support the verification of single and composite web services [7]. Among them, model-based testing
(MBT) has been advocated as a promising approach to provide more formal systematic and automated testing. In MBT, a model of a system under test (SUT) is
designed in order to derive test cases automatically. Endo and Simao [6] propose
an MBT process for testing service-oriented applications, describing the artifacts,
tools and revisiting different steps. A more specific MBT approach to test web
service compositions is presented in [1]. The authors propose a modeling technique, named ESG4WSC (event sequence graph for web service composition),
that is able to represent communication between the partner services and the composition. Tools are also presented to support modeling and generation, as well as
a test execution environment supported by an Enterprise Service Bus (ESB).
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In this document, we report an experience of applying a model-based testing
approach in the context of service-oriented applications developed within an IT
company. The ESG4WSC approach [1] was adopted to model and test the web
services, as well as a testing process was followed as in [6]. First, a set of BPEL
services were modeled and test suites generated to evaluate the practical application of the test modeling and generation. Second, the complete approach, from
modeling to execution, was applied in an ongoing project. We show the achieved
results, as well as the lessons learned during this project.
The remainder of this report is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the MBT process adopted and presents the modeling technique applied
to design the test models. Section 3 reports the study configuration and adopted
tools. Section 4 shows the results, observations and lessons learned. Finally, Section 5 shows the conclusion and discusses future work.

2

Testing Approach

In this study, an MBT process was employed to test service-oriented applications, which can be divided into four main steps: (i) test modeling, (ii) test generation, (iii) test concretization, and (iv) test execution. We adopted the ESG4WSC
approach to model and generate the test suites [1].
ESG4WSC model is a directed graph in which nodes are events and edges
represent valid sequences of events. Figure 1 shows the ESG4WSC model for the
BCS-05 Service 1 . In web service composition, request messages are represented
as light gray circles and response messages as dark gray circles. The messages of
the composition itself are represented with a bold line. These events are referred
to as public events, while the messages exchanges with the partner services are
referred to as private events. There are two special nodes, ’[’ and ’]’, that represent
the entry and exit nodes, respectively.
A sequence of nodes that is connected by edges is called event sequence. Any
event sequence that starts with ’[’ is called partial event sequence (PES). If a PES
ends with ’]’ is called complete event sequence (CES). There are two assumptions in the graph: (i) every event must be reachable, through an event sequence,
from the entry node, and (ii) the exit node must be reachable, through an event
sequence, from any event.
1

We replaced the original labels by generic ones along the text.
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Figure 1: ESG4WSC model.
It is possible to associate decision tables (DTs) with public request events
when input parameters may cause different events.
In Figure 1, event
CS01:operation01 has two next events that are provoked according to an
input parameter. Events with associated DTs are double circled. Table 2
shows a simple DT for event CS01:operation01. It contains a constraint
constraint01 =0 smd0 , which can be evaluated as true or false, and two rules (R1
and R2). R1 means that if constraint constraint01 =0 smd0 is evaluated as true,
the next event should be PS01:operation02_smd. The ESG4WSC model
has other features, such as refined events, associated refining ESG4WSCs, and
parallel representation. See [1] for more details on the model.
Table 1: Decision table for event CS01:operation01.
rules
constraints
R1
R2
0
0
constraint01 = smd
True False
next actions (events)
PS01:operation02
X
PS01:operation02_smd
X
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2.1

Positive Testing

To generate the positive test cases, a test suite composed of CESs is produced
automatically to cover all edges (event pairs) in the test model. The constraints
in the DTs are also solved and new edges are added and covered if necessary [1].
Using the model in Figure 1, 14 test cases were generated, as shown in Table 2.1.
Table 2: Positive test cases for the BCS-05 service.
i

h

CS01:operation01(constraint01=’smd’), PS01:operation02_smd, PS01:operation02Fault, PS05:operation06

h

CS01:operation01(constraint01!=’smd’), PS01:operation02, PS01:operation02Fault, PS05:operation06i

h

CS01:operation01(constraint01=’smd’), PS01:operation02_smd, PS01:operation02Response, PS02:operation03,

PS02:operation03Response_na, PS05:operation06i

h

CS01:operation01(constraint01=’smd’), PS01:operation02_smd, PS01:operation02Response_na, PS05:operation06i

h

CS01:operation01(constraint01=’smd’), PS01:operation02_smd, PS01:operation02Response, PS02:operation03,

PS02:operation03Fault, PS05:operation06i

h

CS01:operation01(constraint01=’smd’), PS01:operation02_smd, PS01:operation02Response, PS02:operation03,

PS02:operation03Response, PS03:operation04, PS03:operation04Response_na, PS05:operation06i

h

CS01:operation01(constraint01=’smd’), PS01:operation02_smd, PS01:operation02Response, PS02:operation03,

PS02:operation03Response, PS03:operation04, PS03:operation04Fault, PS05:operation06i

h

CS01:operation01(constraint01=’smd’), PS01:operation02_smd, PS01:operation02Response, PS02:operation03,

PS02:operation03Response, PS03:operation04, PS03:operation04Response_di

h

CS01:operation01(constraint01=’smd’), PS01:operation02_smd, PS01:operation02Response, PS02:operation03,

PS02:operation03Response, PS03:operation04, PS03:operation04Response_on_t, PS04:operation05,
PS04:operation05Response, PS05:operation06, PS06:operation07i

h

CS01:operation01(constraint01=’smd’), PS01:operation02_smd, PS01:operation02Response, PS02:operation03,

PS02:operation03Response, PS03:operation04, PS03:operation04Response_nt, PS05:operation06i

h

CS01:operation01(constraint01=’smd’), PS01:operation02_smd, PS01:operation02Response, PS02:operation03,

PS02:operation03Response, PS03:operation04, PS03:operation04Response_on_fi

h

CS01:operation01(constraint01=’smd’), PS01:operation02_smd, PS01:operation02Response, PS02:operation03,

PS02:operation03Response, PS03:operation04, PS03:operation04Response_on_t, PS04:operation05,
PS04:operation05Fault, PS05:operation06i

h

CS01:operation01(constraint01=’smd’), PS01:operation02_smd, PS01:operation02Response, PS02:operation03,

PS02:operation03Response, PS03:operation04, PS03:operation04Response_on_t, PS04:operation05,
PS04:operation05Response_s, PS06:operation07i

h

CS01:operation01(constraint01!=’smd’), PS01:operation02, PS01:operation02Response, PS05:operation06i

Figure 2 shows a representation for the first test case in Table 2.1 as an XML
file.
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Figure 2: XML file for a test case #1.

2.2

Negative Testing

Using the same model presented in Figure 1, test cases can also be generated
for undesirable situations. These cases are referred to as negative test cases which
can be applied to public or private events. In public negative testing, unexpected
cases are tested between public events that were not predicted in the model. The
test cases generated for this case is called public faulty event sequence (PubFES).
For the private negative testing, different fault classes are defined and simulated
during the tests. Table 2.2 shows the fault classes we used, in which type of event
is applied, and the number of negative test cases generated for the BCS-05 service. The test cases generated for this case is called private faulty event sequence
(PrivFES). It is important to emphasize that new fault classes can be defined and
integrated in the approach.
Table 3: Number of negative test cases.
Fault Class
Event
#Test cases
no response (NR)
missing service (MS)
request
8
unexpected fault (UF)
Longtime response (LR)
Wrong XML schema (WSc)
response
16
Wrong XML syntax (WSy)
Right Schema, wrong data (WD)
Figures 3 and 4 show examples of XML files for negative test cases applied
on request events and response events, respectively.
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Figure 3: XML files for faults in request events.

Figure 4: XML files for faults in response events.
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3

Study Configuration

This study was conducted in cooperation with an IT company that provided
access to its applications, as well as technological support and documentation.
The communication with the IT company happened through on-line means (email, instant messaging) and meetings with the development team. Overall, all
data presented in this document was produced and collected in one month.
We adopted a set of tools in order to support the conduction of the study
and automation. The Test Suite Designer (TSD) tool was used to design the
ESG4WSC model and generated the test cases [1]. The Event Runner for Test
Execution (ERunTE) tool was adopted to support the test concretization and execution [1]. ERunTE is integrated with mule-ESB [12] to record and control all
messages produced during the tests. SoapUI [8] was employed to mock some services that have security issues and create initial stub messages. Finally, Eclipse
[5] and JUnit [9] were used to support the development of adaptors and the test
execution.

4

Analysis of Results

This study was divided into two parts. First, we focused on the modeling and
test generation over BPEL composite services. Second, we analyzed the approach
in the context of the ABC project, emphasizing the test concretization and execution.

4.1

Test Modeling and Generation

In this part, we used 23 composite services specified in BPEL to evaluate the
ESG4WSC modeling capabilities. Then, we evaluated the test suites generated
from these models. The models were designed in an exploratory way that is divided into two steps:
1. Exploratory modeling: an initial ESG4WSC model is designed, identifying
request and response events. The order among them is also modeled. During this step, the global communication is prioritized and branches and DTs
are put aside. Generic events and comments were used to recall that these
issues need to be handled in future.
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2. Test-driven modeling: using the model designed in previous steps, a more
detailed analysis was conducted to identify and model DTs (constraints,
rules, and actions). Generic events and comments were removed and
branches along the model were solved. The goal of this step is to set up
a model that is adequate to generate test cases.
This configuration of steps was intuitively conducted during the modeling of
the first four services. After a phase of identification, all services were modeled
in two steps and therefore with two model versions. The sources of information
about the 23 services were the BPEL specification itself, WSDL files, logs of the
BPEL engine, and talks to the developers.
Table 4.1 shows the test model’s characteristics for each of the modeled services. Observe that all services are asynchronous (request-only) since the number of public response events is zero in all lines. The number of public request
events is low, most of them with one or two requests. Only services BCS-03
and BCS-20 have more public requests. The number of private request and response events reflects the complexity of communication with the partner services.
The overall complexity of the test models can be summarized by the number of
events and edges. Clearly, BCS-11 has the large test model with 447 events and
501 edges, followed by BCS-22, BCS-09, and BCS-20. In services BCS-11,
BCS-20, and BCS-22, refined events and refining ESG4WSCs were adopted to
deal with the complexity of many events and edges. ESGs in parallel were not
used in these models. Most of the branches in the models are caused by different
types of responses, instead of input parameters. This is observed by the number
of DTs (and their elements, constraints, actions, and rules) that is low. BCS-20
has the highest number of DTs which is consistent with its public request events;
BCS-10 has the highest number of constraints for one DT. Ten out of 23 services
do not have associated DTs.
For the test models, positive and negative test suites were generated. Table 4.1
shows the test suite’s information divided by type of testing. For each type of test
suite, the number of executed events is also shown as a measure of cost. All test
suites were automatically generated using the TSD tool. The cost of positive test
cases is highly dependent on number of events and edges in the model. BCS-11
has the highest number of test cases (40) and BCS-01, BCS-15, BCS-17, and
BCS-23 has the lowest number of test cases (2).
For PubFESs, the cost is related to the number of public request and response
events. BCS-03 and BCS-20 have the highest number of test cases and cost, 49
test cases executing 98 events and 25 test cases executing 222 events, respectively.
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Table 4: Test model information.

Sixteen out of 23 services have only one test case.
The PrivFESs are divided in accordance with the fault classes described in
Section 2.2: no response (NR), missing service (MS), unexpected fault (UF), longtime response (LR), wrong XML schema (WSc), wrong XML syntax (WSy), and
right schema wrong data (WD). The test suites for the fault classes NR, MS, and
UF are dependent on the number of private request events. They have different
costs because each fault class has its own characteristics during the execution. For
instance, in class NR, the affected request event happens and no response is produced, while in class UF a response event is provoked. BCS-11, BCS-09, and
BCS-22 have the highest number of test cases.
The test suites for the fault classes LR, WSc, WSy, and WD are dependent
on the number of private response events. BCS-11, BCS-09, and BCS-22 also
have the highest number of test cases. BCS-03, BCS-08, and BCS-23 have no
10

test case for these fault classes since their models do not contain private response
events (as observed in Table 4.1).
The last two columns show the total number of PrivFESs, including all seven
fault classes. As the negative testing for private events produces test suites that
cover all request and response events in combination with the fault classes, a high
number of negative test cases is generated. For all models, its cost exceeds the
cost of positive testing.
Table 5: Test suite information.

Test model information gives an idea on the human effort that would be spent
since the tester is supposed to design it manually. Although the modeling effort
is directly related to the application’s size and complexity, we observe that other
factors may also influence on it. The restricted access to sources of information
and unclear test purposes may increase the cost during the modeling. We do not
investigate this hypothesis, but to design two or three models for different test
purposes instead of a large one (as in BCS-11) may be more cost-effective.
The cost of generating the test suites is low since it is automatically performed
by the tool. For the largest model, the tool took less than 11 seconds to produce
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the positive and negative tests. We have provided the test suite information as an
additional measure to predict the cost of execution. It is important to emphasize
that a development effort is also needed to implement adaptors during the test
concretization. This topic was not investigated in this part of the study. We provide
further discussion on it in Section 4.2.
During the modeling of the 23 services, limitations were identified on the
ESG4WSC model and tool. Although these limitations can be handled from a
practical point of view, we describe them as a contribution for future improvements in the modeling technique and tool:
• BPEL-ForEach(parallel=yes) and OracleBPEL-flowN: the activity ForEach
(with parallel=yes) from BPEL 2.0 and flowN extension of Oracle BPEL
engine introduce, e.g., the possibility of executing n request events in parallel. As the parallelism is implicitly introduced and only decided in runtime,
ESGs in parallel are not able to directly represent this case in the ESG4WSC
model. The tester needs to define the number of instances before the test
generation and replicate the ESGs in parallel.
• Private request/response events within loops: this case is similar to the previous one, as the number of iterations is decided in runtime. The tester
should identify the number of iterations and repeat the instances in the
model before generating the tests.
• Global/internal variables: BPEL engines have the concept of global variables that are independent and assigned outside the composition However,
they can be referred within the BPEL and define different branches. Internal variables are more common in composite services implemented in
traditional programming languages, instead of BPEL. These composite services tend to interact with databases and modify the workflow depending on
internal variables. These variables cannot be represented in the ESG4WSC
model and, in some way, introduce preconditions in the test cases.
• Event branch solved by distant predecessor event or parameter: when some
event branch is solved by some event or parameter (DT) that happens previously in the workflow. In the current solution, the intermediate path between
the solving event and the branch needs to be replicated.
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4.2

Test Concretization and Execution

In this part, we applied the ESG4WSC approach in the ABC application, specifically in its composite service ABCService (ABCS). This
service interacts with three other services: PartnerService01 (PS01),
PartnerService02 (PS02), and PartnerService03 (PS03). Table 4.2
shows the tested services, if they are composite or not, their total number of operations, and number of operations involved in the tests.
Table 6: Information about services.
Service name
ABCService
PartnerService01
PartnerService02
PartnerService03

composite service?
yes
no
no
no

#operations
8
26
12
10

#involved operations
2
2
1
1

Based on performance test scripts and on meetings with development team, the
test model shown in Figure 5 was designed. It focuses on the flow of messages
triggered by the operations operation01 and operation02 of ABCService.
This model was augmented with SOAP messages for the public request events
and private response events. These messages are necessary to provoke some sequences.

Figure 5: ESG4WSC model for ABC application.
The four services involved in the tests were deployed in the mule-ESB. Thus,
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all messages produced during the tests will be passed through the bus and controlled by the module ERunTE-esbcomp. As services PartnerService01,
PartnerService02, and PartnerService03 have some security issues,
we used SoapUI to mock them. Simple modifications were performed in
ABCService, modifying the original service endpoints to the ones provided by
the ESB. Thus, all messages produced during the tests are controlled by the ESB.
Using the model in Figure 5, test cases were generated using the TSD tool.
Table 4.2 summarizes the test suites generated for positive and negative testing.
In total, 68 test cases were generated.
Table 7: Number of positive and negative test cases.
Positive testing
#Test cases Execution time
7
≈ 13s
Negative testing
Test Suite
#Test cases Execution time
#PubFESs
4
≈ 5s
#PrivFESs (NR)
7
≈ 75s
#PrivFESs (MS)
7
≈ 515s
#PrivFESs (UF)
7
≈ 13s
#PrivFESs (LR)
9
≈ 96s
#PrivFESs (WSc)
9
≈ 12s
#PrivFESs (WSy)
9
≈ 5s
#PrivFESs (WD)
9
≈ 12s
Test Suite
#CESs

The next step was the concretization of the tests. By doing so, two adaptors were implemented, PublicEventAdaptor and MessageCheckingAdaptor.
PublicEventAdaptor implements the calls for public events, i.e., invoking the
composite service, and checks its responses. Each event has an associated method
that is annotated with the event name. MessageCheckingAdaptor implements
individual verifications for all events. Its purpose is, after executing a test case, to
verify if all messages were produced and in the defined order. Moreover, a couple
of additional classes were implemented to configure and run the tests. The modules ERunTE-runner and ERunTE-service were used to support the test execution
with the developed adaptors. Table 4.2 shows the number of lines of code and
cyclomatic complexity for the two adaptors and the entire project. The metrics
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were collected using Eclipse Metrics plugin 2 .
Table 8: Code metrics for the test project (adaptors, setup code).
PublicEventAdaptor
MessageCheckingAdaptor
Entire test project

Lines of Code
94
231
900

average cyclomatic complexity
1.5
1.8
1.6

All test cases were successfully executed; the approximate execution time is
also presented in Table 4.2. The test suite for fault class MS took more time than
others (around 515 seconds. This happened due to a limitation in the ERunTE
tool that requires more time to simulate a missing service. The test suites for fault
classes NR and LR also took more time since the ERunTE tool simulates timeouts
for these tests.
During the tests, no fault was found in the SUT. This can be explained by the
application’ stability. The application has been released for more than two years
and many cycles of testing/maintenance were performed. Although most of the
generated test cases (scenarios) were likely covered by previous tests (performed
by the development team), there is a lack of automated solutions for testing web
services. Our impressions are that the MBT approach can be useful in scenarios,
similar to the presented one, that have complex workflows and mocking different
services and sequences of messages are too complex and error-prone. However,
more robust and automated tools would be essential to a large scale adoption.
In this context, we observed that there is still room for improvements in the
approach automation. In the adaptors development, MessageChekingAdaptor
may use the XML schema in the WSDL files to support automatic verification of
messages. Most of the written code can be generated automatically. Moreover,
XPath queries that currently are evaluated in the adaptor code can be included
directly in the model (and in the XML test cases as well). Thus, ERunTE-runner
would be in charge of reading XPath queries and evaluated them, working as a test
oracle. ESB configurations may also be automatically performed and integrated
with the development environment.
We also noticed opportunities for supporting performance testing. For instance, the module esbcomp (integrated with the ESB) of ERunTE could be extended to capture metrics used to evaluate and monitor performance, such as response time and throughput. Extensions could also be carried out in the model
2

http://metrics.sourceforge.net/
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in a way that performance testing information is introduced and used to guide the
generation of model-based performance tests.

5

Conclusion

In this technical report, we have presented an experience report on applying
a model-based approach to test web services. A set of real-world applications of
an IT company was used in the study. In the first part, the results on modeling
and test generation of 23 composite services have been described. In the second
part, we have provided more details on the test concretization and execution for
the ABC application.
The experience reported in this document has given evidences that modelbased testing, more specifically the ESG4WSC (event sequence graph for web service composition) approach, is applicable to test service-oriented applications in
real and less controlled scenarios within an IT company. A set of lessons learned
and limitations has been identified in order to improve the approach and tools.
More investigation on how to deploy the approach in an ongoing project and its
cost-effectiveness is still necessary. Another topic is to research the automatic
generation of partial event-driven models out of BPEL specifications. This will
reduce the initial effort to produce test models to verify this kind of applications
and/or to maintain legacy systems.
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